
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Global Agility & International Mindset 
 

agenda  
 

09.30 | 10.00 _ registration 
 

10.00 | 11.30 _ what is Global Agility and why is it a key skill to thrive in today’s 
workplace? Experimential simulation: Meeting the Morenians - how do I 
build trust with new partners across cultures to achieve my goals  

11.30 | 11.45 _ short break 
 

11.45 | 13.00 _ Multicultural Team Leadership (video case): how do I react to different 
cultural styles? How can I build understanding and foster collaboration in 
remote multicultural teams?  

13.00 | 14.00 _ light lunch  

14.00 | 15.45 _ 5 Chairs; 5 Choices: a powerful mind tool – How can I expand my 
options when I face tough challenges in unfamiliar cultures? How can I 
add cultural intelligence to my emotional intelligence to get results from a 
multicultural workforce?  

 

15.45 | 17.15 _ The Global Leadership Challenge (video case): How can I apply the 5 
Chairs approach to real life decisions which global leaders face? What 
would I do here and how can I ensure local colleagues make sense of and 
commit to my decisions?  

Global Leadership Imagination: What three perspectives do global 
leaders need to take when making tough decisions in an unfamiliar 
cultural context?  

17.15 | 17.30 _ wrap up & closing  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
trainers |  Louise Evans and David Trickey  

Louise Evans is the author of 5 Chairs 5 Choices (published 2016) and has 30 years 
of experience working as a global executive coach and leadership team facilitator 
with major international organisations such as Gucci, Whirlpool, Enel, Ferrero, FCA, 
Diesel and Manpower. She has helped thousands of people from over 60 countries 
grow transform and excel in their personal as well as professional lives. Her passion is 
to help people ask the questions they may never have asked themselves before to 
help them reach their highest potential.  

David Trickey is co-author of Managing Challenges across Cultures (Published 2015) 
and the DVD a case for global leadership: the Kai Bendix Story (WorldWork, 2011). 
He has delivered global leadership programmes for over 100 leading multinationals 
and Executive MBA courses in Italy, UK, USA, Belgium and Austria. He enjoys working 
with leaders on the challenges of building trust, integrating teams and transforming 
organisations through large scale behaviour change in over 40 countries.  

 

 

 


